
 

 “With balls of steel, Les Paul guitars and tons of beer to booze, a quarter rum, 
some girls to dance, let’s break that party loose!” Stoner Rock, Hardcore Boogie, 
Classic Rock, Southern Rock - SUPERGODDESS have have been labeled so many 
things. Some find influences from the early Stones, Led Zeppelin or even Jimi 
Hendrix. Others compare them to the Queens of the Stone Age, the Foo Fighters, the 
Rival Sons or Black Stone Cherry with the voice from Lemmy (Motörhead). Anyway - 
SUPERGODDESS see themselves simply as Rock Band – loud, dirty, in your face: 
Lead singer and rhythm guitarist Toby Amaro, lead guitarist Andy RockxXx, 
bassplayer Nikki Haze and Manu Stylez on drums – this is SUPERGODDESS. 
 
TOBY AMARO grew up in Landsberg am Lech. The small town where Johnny 
Cash founded his first band when he was a young G.I. in Germany. In 2009 Toby 
founded SUPERGODDESS, and success came very quick: The band signed a 
label deal for their debut-album, had airplay on major radio station Bayern3 and 
played many gigs at the Backstage in Germany. In 2013 the band broke up due to 
the notorious “personal and musical differences”. But giving up was not an option for 
Toby. Now – two years later – SUPERGODDESS is back. Better, louder and 
more inspiring than ever. SUPERGODDESS on steroids! 
 
ANDY ROCKXXX joined SUPERGODDESS in 2013 together with Manu Stylez. 
Andy makes the strings of his 80s Les Paul weep, sing and cry. His solos are 
legendary and his riffs crunchy and dragging. Not surprising his name is 
RockxXx... 
 
NIKKI HAZE plays the bass for SUPERGODDESS since early 2013. Nikki is 
probably one of the best bassplayers in Munich, if not in all Bavaria. His skills 
crush the prejudice of the belittled bass player and seriously stuns many guitar 
players. His influences from funk, jazz and-whatever-else add profundity, 
virtuosity and new, unexpected sounds to SUPERGODDESS. Nikki Haze plays 
the bass like a fuckin' 12-String! 
 
MANU STYLEZ on drums gives SUPERGODDESS that adrenaline-driven, 
pumping heartbeat. He’s the rocking backbone of the band. Together with Nikki 
Haze he's the rhythm section, which gives SUPERGODDESS that groovy and 
punchy sound. Dynamic and energy are his second names.  So better watch out – 
you never know when his beat hits you right to the bone! 
 
Tonite! Let’s get it on, let’s get on down, hang around, have some fun, rock me, 
baby! Straightforward testosterone rock to scratch that leather clad 1970s itch. 
Come on and join the ride! 
 
Toby Amaro - Lead Vocals, Guitar 
Andy RockxXx - Lead Guitar, Vocals 
Nikki Haze – Bass, Vocals 
Manu Stylez – Drums, Vocals 


